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Abstract
Background: We recently published our multi-institutional experience performing primary robot-assisted retroperitoneal lymph
node dissection (RA-RPLND) for men with non-seminomatous germ cell tumor (NSGCT). We concluded that primary RA-RPLND
for NSGCT can be performed safely with low complication rates, acceptable early oncologic outcomes, and lower overall theoretical
chemotherapy burden. In this commentary, we explore outcomes in clinical stage I patients stratified by clinical risk factors (RF) and
estimate reductions in chemotherapy burden.
Methods: In our original study, we included clinical stage I and highly select clinical stage II patients. Clinical risk factors were
defined as lymphovascular invasion (LVI) and/or predominance of embryonal carcinoma (EC) (>40%) in the orchiectomy specimen.
Results: 72% (28/39) of stage I patients that underwent RA-RPLND could be classified as belonging to the RF+ group (Figure
1). Among the RF+ group, 36% (10/28) had both LVI and EC (LVI+EC+). Of the LVI+EC+ patients, 70% had positive nodes (N+),
whereas the rate was much lower in the LVI only (LVI+EC-) and EC only (LVI-EC+) groups (17% for both). Primary RA-RPLND
allowed for accurate pathologic staging and avoidance of chemotherapy in the 90% and 64% of pN0 patients in the RF- and RF+
groups, respectively. Overall node positive rates were 36% and 9% for men with and without clinical risk factors, respectively. The
majority of these node positive patients had pN1 disease and were thus candidates for post RPLND surveillance, thus reducing
therapeutic burden and exposure to long-term toxicity.
Conclusion: Primary RA-RPLND can be safely performed with low complication rates and acceptable short term oncologic
outcomes. Assessing clinical risk factors when deciding on treatment may further improve outcomes by helping to identify clinical
stage I patients who are more likely to be stage II and thus benefit most from adjuvant treatment with RPLND.
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Introduction
Retroperitoneal lymph nodes are often the first landing
site of metastatic disease in men with testicular cancer.
Primary retroperitoneal lymph node dissection (RPLND)
for clinical stage I NSGCT can accurately surgically stage
patients who may have nodal micrometastases, and in
some cases, can serve as the primary therapy when volume
of metastasis is low. The risk of relapse from chemoresistant tumors and teratoma is lowered with surgical
control of the retroperitoneum. Moreover, relapse after
negative primary RPLND is uncommon (<1%) [1] and
frequently is curable with chemotherapy, when it does
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occur. In addition, follow-up regimens to monitor for
recurrence can often be simplified.
RPLND, historically performed with an open surgical
approach, is increasingly being performed using a
minimally invasive robotic approach [2,3] with significantly
shorter length of stays (~1-2 days) than open surgery. In
a recent paper [4], we presented complication rates and
oncologic outcomes from a multi-institutional series of
men undergoing primary robot-assisted retroperitoneal
lymph node dissection (RA-RPLND) between 2014 and
2019 by eight urologists experienced in testis cancer and
robotic surgery. We concluded that robot-assisted RPLND
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Figure 1: 1Primary retroperitoneal lymph node dissection (RPLND) performed robotically for all patients.
2
Lymphovascular invasion and embryonal component predominance. 3Nicolai N, Miceli R, Artusi R, Piva L, Pizzocaro
G, Salvioni R. “A simple model for predicting nodal metastasis in patients with clinical stage I nonseminomatous germ
cell testicular tumors undergoing retroperitoneal lymph node dissection only.” The Journal of Urology. 2004;171:172176.
can be safely performed with similar oncologic outcomes
as an open approach, while providing an option that may
also reduce the need for chemotherapy.
In addition to RPLND, men with stage I NSGCTs are also
candidates for active surveillance [5] or chemotherapy
[6]. Selection of management strategy depends on several
factors including patient preference and the relative
importance of treatment toxicities, ability to adhere to
surveillance, physician comfort with RPLND, risk factors
and probability of relapse. Adhering to surveillance can
often be challenging for many patients with large national
studies [7] showing 30% of all surveillance patients
received no surveillance imaging (abdominal/chest) or
tumor marker tests within the first year of diagnosis.
Chemotherapy, specifically the standard regimen of
bleomycin, etoposide, cisplatin (BEP), is another guideline
management strategy for stage I NSGCT. Risk of relapse
is reduced by approximately 90% [8] with single-cycle
treatment in stage I patients. However, chemotherapy,
even at lower dosages, can have pulmonary, neural,
renal, and metabolic toxicities [9,10]. Moreover, in the
case of teratoma, chemotherapy does not reduce the risk
of recurrence and requires close surveillance imaging.
Given the high likelihood of long-term cure for men with
stage I NSGCT regardless of treatment option, there
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has been an increasing focus in experienced centers to
minimize chemotherapy through upfront RPLND. In this
commentary, we further investigate outcomes of patients
with stage I NSGCT undergoing RA-RPLND stratified by
clinical risk factor status, with a focus on the potential
reduction in chemotherapy burden through primary
surgical staging.

Methods
Charts of men undergoing primary robot-assisted RPLND
between 2014 and 2019 by eight urologists experienced
in testis cancer and robotic surgery at five separate
institutions were retrospectively reviewed [4]. We further
categorize stage I patients as high risk based on National
Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) guidelines which
include the presence of lymphovascular invasion (LVI),
discontinuous spermatic cord invasion, or invasion of
the scrotum [6]. We also include percent embryonal in
the primary tumor as another commonly used criteria
to predict recurrence risk [1,11,12]. We compare the RARPLND lymph node counts and node positive (N+) rates,
as well as chemotherapy burden between patients with
risk factors (RF+) and without risk factors (RF-). Within
the RF+ group, the presence of lymphovascular invasion
(LVI+EC-), predominance of an embryonal carcinoma
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component (LVI-EC+), or presence of both is presented
(LVI+EC+) [13].

Results
This exploratory analysis of our original cohort of 49
patients undergoing RA-RPLND for NSGCT showed that
the majority of patients (39/49) had stage I NSGCT and
that clinical risk factors (RF+) were predominant in 28 of
39 of these patients (Table 1). Within the RF+ group, 36%
(10/28) had both LVI and EC (LVI+EC+). Of the LVI+EC+
patients, 70% had positive nodes (N+), whereas the rate
was much lower in the LVI only (LVI+EC-) and EC only
(LVI-EC+) groups (17% for both).
Primary RA-RPLND allowed for accurate pathologic
staging with overall N+ rates of 9% and 36% for the RFand RF+, respectively. In our cohort, the decision was
independently made at the discretion of the oncologist and
urologic oncologist to administer adjuvant chemotherapy.
The 1 RF- patient with positive nodes was pN1; he did
not receive adjuvant chemotherapy and has had no
evidence of recurrence close to 4 years after RPLND.
Within the RF+ group, 6 patients were pN1, 3 patients
were pN2 and 1 patient was pN3. Adjuvant chemotherapy
was administered to 3, 1 and 1 men within each group,
respectively. 3 patients recurred, of whom 2 were RF+ pN1
and 1 was RF+ pN2, requiring salvage chemotherapy.
Upfront RPLND allowed many patients to avoid
chemotherapy. Specifically, within the RF- and RF+
groups, 10/11 (91%) and 18/28 (64%), respectively, had
negative nodes or pure teratoma on RA-RPLND specimen.
A theoretical analysis for reduced chemotherapy burden
for stage I patients within our cohort shows that primary

RA-RPLND reduced the chemotherapy burden by up to
83%. This was estimated by assuming the 12 patients with
clinical stage I who were pathologic stage II would have
likely received at least 3 cycles of BEP or 4 cycles of EP
according to NCCN guidelines, if they were observed and
eventually recurred. Instead, surgical staging revealed 3
patients with pN2-pN3 disease who were given 6 total cycles
of adjuvant chemotherapy. The remainder of patients,
including the one pN+ patient with pure teratoma, were
not given chemotherapy and are being observed after RARPLND. Thus, 30 cycles, or 83% of potential chemotherapy
burden was reduced through primary RA-RPLND.

Discussion
Primary RA-RPLND allowed for accurate pathologic
staging with overall N+ rates of 9% and 36% for the RFand RF+, respectively. The majority of stage I NSGCT
had clinical risk factors (72%). Within the RF+ group,
70% of patients with dual risk factors (LVI+EC+) were
N+, whereas the rates were lower (17%) in those with a
single risk factor alone. The LVI+EC+ were more likely
to have node positive disease and were thus more likely
receive adjuvant or salvage chemotherapy. Half of pN1pN3 patients received adjuvant chemotherapy, with lower
cumulative regimens than they would have received if they
recurred without primary upfront surgery.
RA-RPLND pathology revealed pN0 in 90% and 64% of
patients with RF- and RF+, respectively. These patients,
in addition to the one patient with teratoma, were able to
avoid chemotherapy altogether. Among the N+ patients,
the majority (64%) had pN1 and were thus candidates for
post RPLND surveillance [6], reducing the therapeutic
burden and exposure to long-term toxicity.

Average node
count

Number of
patients with
positive nodes

Number of
patients that
received
adjuvant
chemo

Number
of patients
that needed
salvage**

Without risk factors

11

35

1

0

0

With risk factors*

28

30

10

6

3

(LVI+EC-)

6

32

1

0

0

(LVI-EC+)

12

25

2

2

0

(LVI+EC+)

10

32

7

4

3

*LVI: Lymphovascular Invasion, EC: Embryonal Component predominance
**salvage patients did not receive adjuvant treatment
Table 1
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In our primary paper, primary RA-RPLND was shown
to be safe with low rates of complications. Furthermore,
oncologic outcomes were comparable to historical controls
with 31% of clinical stage I patients being pathologic stage
II after primary RPLND. There was a higher predominance
of positive lymph nodes for patients with pre-operative
clinical risk factors. This further highlights the critical
need to consider the entire clinical picture and risk for
recurrence when deciding on treatment strategy. Although
upfront surgical staging may be more beneficial for men
with stage I NSGCT who have risk factors, men without
risk factors may also benefit if compliance to surveillance
is challenging.
Limitations of this analysis include it’s exploratory
nature and small sample size. Results should be confirmed
in further studies. However, we maintain high confidence
in the results of our primary findings that RA-RPLND can
be safely performed with comparable complication rates
given our data is multi-institutional and similar to many
other RA-RPLND cohorts.

Conclusion
Primary RA-RPLND has mounting evidence that it can
be a safe diagnostic procedure with therapeutic benefits in
patients with pure teratoma or low volume stage II disease.
This, combined with consideration of patient’s RF+ status,
can simplify followup schedules and allow for a more
informed decision making discussion pre-operatively.
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